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1. We very much appreciate the information in reference and the efforts
of Munich Liaison Base to help us solve this mysterious CATIDE operation.
2. Since, hopefully the monitoring operation planned for 20 March will
give us some of the badly needed answers to our questions, we do not intend here
to engage in any guessing or theorizing. We have, however, discussed the case
on a number of occasions with C
and it seems that the follow:3 and
ing conclusions can safely be drawn:
A. The Person who meets Josef LENSKY in Copenhagen and whose CATIDE/
cryptonym is “GEIGE' t is not a CATIDE staffer but a
27/4:
double agent. He has variously been descHSed as an ,East
nan and as
a Czech by the CATIDE staffers visiting Copenhagen and he could, therefore be ,a Sudeten German. He has been run by CATIDE for . a long time, I
but.ncA til quite recently has much attention been devoted to the 'case.
He apparently was of little interest until CATIDE Headquarters came to
suspect that he was being used by the CIS to maintain contact with the
CAME staffer who is a suspected CIS penetration of CATIDE. t)

r

B. GEIGE is a liar and a fabricator. In his repeorta to his CAI1DE
ease Officer he has stated that he spends all his time in Copenhagen
either with his CIS case officer or at his hotel room. In reality, he
spends most of his time with a Danish woman where he was assigned a
room last summer. The two of them apparently go swimming together,
take walks together, and goout on the tawn stOgether,_but GEIGE has
yet to mention her to his CATIDE case officer. c
=has investigated
her carefulWwe do not know her identity) and have determined that
there is no derogatory information on her. They, therefore, pay no
attention to her anymore and CATIDE does not object to the fact that the
C.
1 surveillance of GEIGE is limited to the few hours when he is
actually together with LP:MU and until he crawls back into his girlfriend's bed.
C. There is general agreement that GEIGE's actual CATIDE case officer
(who is also the suspected CIS penetration of CATIDE) does not came
to Copenhagen, does not know about the monitoring of the GEIGEAENSKY
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-2meetings and merely briefs GEIGE before his meetings with LENSKT and .
debriefs him after his meetings. These briefing and debriefing sessions
apparently take place in Germany where it must be assumed that GEIGE lives.
D. GEIGE has been informed by the CIS that the meeting after the 20 MaiCh
Copenhagen meeting will take place in Leipzig where GEIGE‘wilI:be . introduced to a senior CIS officer (or is it poSsibly an RIS officer?).
Petersen of CATILE takes this an an indication that GEIGE is 'becoming
increasingly important to the CIS but it is of course also possible that
GEIGE is merely deceiving his CATTDE officer.
E. GEIGE has not met any of the CATIDE CE off ioers who monitor the case
and who visit Copenhagen. Nor does he know that such a monitoring takes
place; if he suspected it he certainly* would not so 'blatantly withhold
the information about his Copenhagen girlfriend.
3. We realize that some of the aboveMentioned information contradicts what
we have p reviousl y reported about the case. This, we believe, is due to the fact
that r7
:3 and t.
1 are as confused about the case as we are and have just
as much trouble sorting out who is who. We believe, however, that the points
7,a I 8
reported above are correct or at least to the best of
3 I s and c
knowledge. We have, incidentally, never had a chance to discuss it withr:
who was originally briefed by CATIDE I s Petersen on the case and lb° put t:
3 later on. i7 2Shas been absent on a long leave and we
in touch with c7
simply have not had a suitable occasion to discuss it with him since his return
from leave. We hope to elicit same additional information from him either before'
20 March or immediately after and this information combined with what we learn during the monitoring of the meeting . should give us the answers to most of our
questions. In discussing the GEIGE operation witht.
:1.andL
as
frequently as we have in the past, waconsidered it wisest to givethem a cover
reason for our inquisitiveness and we, therefore, told them that we were personally curious about the case because it appeared to be an extension of a oase with
which we were connected many years ago. We have stressed that our curiosity
was
purely personal and unknown to either our German Station or anyone else. ft,
therefore, feel certain that neitherr2 viii]. mention our in..
quisitiveness to CATIDE, since they suspect that kft is . entirely unOffidial and
probably not even the subject of operational reporting on our part.
4. We have reserved a small suite immediately above the restaurant in the

inn where the 20 March GEIGE/LENSKY meeting will take place and
we hope that the
MKTOPAZ rep will be able to tape the entire meeting. We also plan to
cover the
meeting in the restaurant itself through the wives of C
1 - and
3, who have been instructed in the use of the Identikit.
L'We hope
that they will be able to get a table near GEIGE and

LENSKT so . that they can pick

up some of the conversation.

5. The 20 March meeting will reportedly be the last one in Denmark and we
probably will be unable to pick up additional information about the case after
that date since
-1 as well as cr
wiU be out out of it.
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officer in charge of planning the surveillance of the GEIGE meetings b441.us.ód 'the
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